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Abstract

The Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF) Data Management
System (DMG) is a VAX-based software system that provides
unified data access for ATP data acquisition and analysis. The
system was designed with user accessibility, software maintain-
ability, and extensibility as primary goals. This paper describes
the layered architecture of the system design, the system imple-
mentation, use, and the data file structure.

Introduction

The ATF, under development at Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory (ORNL), will be the largest stellarator in the world
when it begins operation, scheduled for ..he summer of 1937.'
Data acquisition and control for ATF and associated diagnostic
subsystems will make use of much of the hardware and soft-
ware developed for the earlier ISX-B tokamak experiment at
ORNL.2 Initially ATF will be operated in the pulsed mode
of ISX-B. Plans are to move toward steady-state operation
because stellarators, unlike tokamaks, have inherent capabili-
ties for support of such operation.

Data management requirements are quite different from
those of the fixed operation of the earlier device. Flexible time
base, multiple acquisitions during discharge, acquisition asyn-
chronous with discharge, and compatibility from short pulse
to steady state are some of the operational specifications that
must be supported. The ATF DMG was designed to provide
this necessary flexibility and upward compatibility.

The ATF DMG is a data storage and retrieval software
system that provides the user interface to ATF raw and ana-
lyzed data. It is assumed that the only access to these data
will be through the DMG. To accommodate the wide range of
users with their various forms of data and usage requirements,
extensibility was an important design consideration. The user
interface is primarily through callable routines and interac-
tive utility programs. The latter enables a user to view data
and make some modifications without code development. For
application development, casual users have retrieval access to
the data via "user friendly" routines, which have a minimum
number of simple arguments. For more complex and sophis-
ticated data access routines, the arguments are records and
record arrays.

System Architecture

The main component of the system is a run-time library
of routines available as a shareable image. The layered struc-
ture of the system is illustrated in Fig. 1. At the lowest level,
the system consists of PASCAL routines, which use the VAX
Record Management Services (RMS) block I/O operations.
During operation of ATF, fast access to the immediate raw
data is provided through the use of global sections in coordi-
nation with the ATF Synchronization and Monitoring System
(SAMS).3

An intermediate level of PASCAL routines packages the
data for storage and retrieval, optionally compressing, hash-
ing, and converting. This level performs two distinct functions:
signal management and file management. All data are address-
able as signals that have well-defined attributes and structure.
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Fig. 1. DMG software architecture.

The signal management routines organize the data into the
structure of the signal space. File management routines im-
pose further organization on the data through the grouping
of signals into files that also have well-defined attributes and
structure.

Over the PASCAL nucleus is a layer of FORTRAN routines
that givt the user (in many cases a person conversant only
with FORTRAN) a callable interface for creating, writing, and
reading ATF data files. The user interface layer is described
in more detail under "Application Development.11

File Organization and Structure

Data are organized as signals and described in terms of
data models and data types. Initially five data models are
supported: (1) scalar, (2) vector, (3) two-dimensional (2-D)
data with independent variable of constant delta, (4) 2-D data
with independent variable of varying increment, apd (5) 3-D
data. Data types of byte, 2-byte integer, 4-byte integer, and
4-byte real may be used with any of the supported cata models.
In addition, the scalar data model may be a character string
with a maximum length of 65,535 bytes. The system can be
extended to accommodate additional data models and data
types as usage requires.

The concept of a signal is basic to the ATF DMG. A signal
is identified by a name with a maximum length of eight charac-
ters. This name must be unique across the entire ATF signal
space. A signal may be measured or calculated, single ele-
ment to 128,000 elements, real data or virtual data. Real data
are those from data acquisition or analyzed data from analysis ,„ \ ' A
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•routines. A virtual signal is a calculated signal defined by a
specific routine, which may use multiple real or other virtual
signals. This requires the DMG software to be reentrant. User-
written virtual signal routines are incorporated into the ATF
DMG shareable image and are invoked at run-time when a user
requests retrieval of a virtual signal. The user need not know
whether the requested signal is raw data or analyzed data, real
data or virtual data.

Individual ATF data files are created by each diagnostic
or diagnostic group. The number of signals contained in a
file is variable and may range from 1 to 65,535. Data are
also organized by machine discharge, one diagnostic file per
pulse. The concept of event, with one diagnostic data file per
event, provides flexibility in naming and organizing files and
will permit the software to adapt to longer pulses or steady-
state operation. Events are described in relation to a pulse:
internal to the pulse (I), external or asynchronous to the pulse
(E), and test or calibration event (T).

File names reflect the diagnostic, pulse, and optional event
and event descriptor. The diagnostic is identified by a charac-
ter string with a maximum length of 8 bytes. Pulse and event
have unique six-digit integer identifiers assigned by SAMS. The
event descriptor is a one-character code (I, E, T). AH ATF data
files have the fixed extension ATF. The name of an ATF data
file for diagnostic RGA, pulse 4378, and external f cut 4 is

RGAS004378-E0O0OO4.ATF

Initially, events will be of little concern, and most file
names will have simply the diagnostic identifier and pulse num-
ber.

ATF data files are internally documented. The file header
is of fixed length (45 bytes) and contains descriptive infor-
mation pertaining to the pulse, event, diagnostic, and file pro-
cessing options. The file header is followed by the signal table,
a variable-length space with an 18-byte entry for each signal
stored in the file. A table entry includes signal name, pointer
to the signal space, length of signal space, and a 2-byte table
link for hashing. Depending on the number of signals in the
file, the signal table is organized sequentially or by hash key.

The signal space for each signal consists of a signal header
followed by the data. The signal space is of variable length,
depending on data model, data type, and number of data
elements. The signal header contains descriptive information
about the signal and descriptive information about any inde-
pendent variables (if they exist). Data model, data type, num-
ber of data elements, signal time, conversion factors, units,
variable length comment, and version information are some of
the information associated with a signal in an ATF data file.

Raw data files and analyzed data files are structurally iden-
tical. The same processing options apply—with one exception:
raw data files cannot be modified. Analyzed data files may be
extended by adding new signals or by modifying an existing
signal. In the latter case, the earlier version of the signal is
retained; the file is extended by the addition of a new version.
Upon retrieval, the default is the latest version. However, the
user may request a specific version.

Application Development

A library of callable routines is provided as a shareable
image for applications needing access to ATF data. A share-
able image has important advantages for ATF. Disk space is
conserved because only one copy of the shareable image is disk
resident (not one per executable image with which it is linked).
The data management system as a shareable image makes con-
tinuing development of the 3ystem possible without the con-
stant need to relink the images bound to it. Through the use

of a shareable image and the VAX Run-Time Library routine
LIBSFIND-IMAGE-SYMBOL, the dynamic access of virtual
signals is supported.

The 17 routines that comprise the callable interface are
written in VAX FORTRAN, but they may be used with
any VAX-supported language. In addition to, and in sup-
port of, the callable routines, two text files containing struc-
ture definitions and parameter statements are provided for
FORTRAN (include files) and PASCAL (environment files).

One of the text files, ATFMESSAGE, contains symbolic
names with associated status values for ATF-specif ic messages.
Following the VAX VMS convention, DMG routines are inte-
ger functions and return a status value as the function value.
By including this file, applications may check for ATF-defined
conditions.

A second text file contains structures that define the record
arguments of the DMG routines. This file also includes param-
eter statements that assign symbolic names to the permissible
values for some of the fields in the record arguments.

DMG storage and retrieval routines offer the user a range
of complexity and sophistication in constructing a request. For
example, stored signal data may be different in number of ele-
ments and data type from those of the associated independent
variable. They are described quite independently. Because
such descriptive information is retained in the file, the user
who is retrieving ATF data need know very little about the
data. It is possible to retrieve data converted to engineering
units by specifying nothing more than pulse number, signal
name, and the desired number of data points. On the other
hand, it is possible to tailor the request in a variety of ways
(e.g., retrieve particular data elements from an array, retrieve
descriptive information only, retrieve raw data as counts or as
volts, etc.).

Signal Database

The DMG maintains and accesses another type of file,
the signal database, which is an indexed sequential file (a file
organization commonly referred to as ISAM). It has three very
important uses: (1) associate signals with diagnostics, (2) asso-
ciate virtual signals with the name of the defining routine, and
(3) provide the mechanism tc modify conversion factors. In
a manner transparent to the .sir, the DMG uses information
from the signal database whe i it is needed.

The signal database is Maintained by an interactive util-
ity program called SIGUTIL. SIGUTIL is a full-screen, menu-
driven program that provides update, retrieval, and report
capabilities for the signal database. Access to the database is
controlled by the VAX Access Control List (ACL). Read access
is unrestricted, and update access is granted to a defined group
of users.

Conclusions

The DMG provides support for the defined needs of the
initial operation of ATF. As ATF evolves, so must the DMG.
The system architecture provides growth potential to meet the
inevitable demand for new features and increased functionality.
Maintenance of the system is simplified by its modular and lay-
ered design. Very little modification is expected to be required
for the lower levels. The user interface will be enhanced as time
permits and usage lequires.
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